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Abstract
Graph is a natural representation of data for a variety of
real-word applications, such as knowledge graph mining, so-
cial network analysis and biological network comparison. For
these applications, graph embedding is crucial as it provides
vector representations of the graph. One limitation of exist-
ing graph embedding methods is that their embedding opti-
mization procedures are disconnected from the target appli-
cation. In this paper, we propose a novel approach, namely
Customized Graph Embedding (CGE) to tackle this prob-
lem. The CGE algorithm learns customized vector represen-
tations of graph nodes by differentiating the importance of
distinct graph paths automatically for a specific application.
Extensive experiments were carried out on a diverse set of
node classification datasets, which demonstrate strong per-
formances of CGE and provide deep insights into the model.
Introduction
Graph is a natural format of data representation in many real-
world scenarios (Goyal and Ferrara 2018), including knowl-
edge graph mining (Shi and Weninger 2017), social net-
work analysis (Zhang et al. 2017a) and biological network
comparison (Zhu, You, and Huang 2013). Graph embed-
ding methods generate dense vector representations of the
graph and benefit a variety of downstream applications like
node classification, link prediction and graph categoriza-
tion. Existing methods of graph embedding can be classified
into three categories, namely factorization-based (Goyal and
Ferrara 2018), random walk-based (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and
Skiena 2014) and deep learning-based (Kipf and Welling
2016) algorithms. In this paper, we focus on random walk-
based solutions because they are efficient and effective for
large-scale graphs in real-world applications (Perozzi, Al-
Rfou, and Skiena 2014).
The path sampling procedure is crucial for random walk-
based graph embedding algorithms. Intuitively, different ap-
plications require different path sampling strategies to em-
phasize specific information in a graph. Suppose that we
want to enhance the performance of medical Q&A by ex-
ploiting Wikipedia knowledge graph. Wikipedia contains
∗The work was partially done when the author visited MSRA.
†Equal Contribution
general knowledge which is not related to the medical do-
main. Such knowledge can be de-emphasized in the embed-
ding training procedure to generate tailored node embed-
ding vectors. However, none of the state-of-the-art methods
provide a systematical solution to optimize path sampling
and embedding training procedures jointly (Cai, Zheng, and
Chang 2018).
In this paper, we propose Customized Graph Embedding
(CGE) to tackle the aforementioned problem. CGE sam-
ples a set of paths randomly from the graph and re-weights
them through a neural network model before embedding
training. The customized embedding procedure can be for-
mulated as a bi-level optimization problem (Sinha, Malo,
and Deb 2018) which consists of two loops. In the inner
loop, node embedding vectors and supervised model pa-
rameters are trained based on a fixed re-weighting strategy;
while in the outer loop, the goal is to find a re-weighting
strategy to minimize the semi-supervised loss. We propose
two neural network architectures as the re-weighting model,
i.e., Convolutional Neural Network (Krizhevsky, Sutskever,
and Hinton 2012) and Long Short-Term Memory (Graves
and Schmidhuber 2005). We also implement a simple re-
weighting strategy based on average pooling for compari-
son. Following (Yang, Cohen, and Salakhudinov 2016), we
develop both transductive and inductive variants of the CGE
approach, where the transductive algorithm only deals with
available nodes in the training phrase, and the inductive one
can be generalized to unseen nodes. The major contributions
of this paper are summarized as below.
• To the best of our knowledge, GCE is the first attempt
to generate tailored node embedding vectors by capturing
task-oriented information in a graph.
• CGE achieves state-of-the-art performances on four node
classification datasets (CITESEER, CORA, PUBMED
and NELL) that are widely used for the empirical eval-
uation of graph embedding methods.
• We provide deep insights into CGE to explain the benefits
of path re-weighting. We observe that CGE automatically
retrieves task-oriented paths from the graph. Moreover,
the re-weighting scores are highly related to the length
and node diversity of each path.
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Related Work
Graph embedding benefits a wide range of graph-related ap-
plications. The advantage of graph embedding is to incor-
porate all kinds of information from the graph into dense
vectors, which can be leveraged by downstream applications
as advanced features. For example, (Zhang et al. 2017b) pro-
poses a deep feature learning paradigm by mining the visual-
semantic embeddings from noisy, sparse, and diverse social
image collections. It demonstrates superior performance in
various applications such as content-based retrieval, classi-
fication, and image captioning.
As summarized in (Cai, Zheng, and Chang 2018), there
are mainly four kinds of input graphs for embedding ap-
plications: homogeneous graph, heterogeneous graph, graph
with auxiliary information, and graph constructed from non-
relational data. Homogeneous graph (e.g., Webpage link
graph) is a basic form where every node or edge corresponds
to the same type. Heterogeneous graph is another common
setting where nodes and edges are from multiple categories.
For instance, (Zhao, Liu, and Sun 2015) constructs a knowl-
edge graph from Wikipedia which consists of three types of
nodes (i.e., entity, category, and word) and three types of
edges (i.e., entity-entity, entity-category, and word-word).
One can also build graphs with auxiliary information for
each node. For example, (Dai, Dai, and Song 2016) lever-
ages attributes, labels, and text descriptions to improve the
quality of embedding vectors. In addition, the graph can be
constructed from non-relational data. As an example, (Yan
et al. 2007) constructs an intrinsic graph and a penalty graph
to capture intra-class compactness and inter-class separabil-
ity respectively.
From the perspective of embedding output, existing al-
gorithms can be categorized in to four kinds: node embed-
ding, edge embedding, hybrid embedding and whole-graph
embedding (Cai, Zheng, and Chang 2018). Node embed-
ding generates a representation vector for each node; edge
embedding aims at learning a dense vector for each edge,
hybrid embedding jointly embeds a combination of differ-
ent types of graph components (Cavallari et al. 2017); and
whole-graph embedding typically learns the dense represen-
tation for a small graph (e.g., proteins and molecules) (Niko-
lentzos, Meladianos, and Vazirgiannis 2017). This paper
mainly focuses on node embedding, while the idea of cus-
tomized graph embedding can be easily generalized to other
kinds of algorithms.
Moreover, the algorithms of graph embedding can be cat-
egorized into three broad groups, i.e., factorization-based,
random walk-based and deep learning-based models (Goyal
and Ferrara 2018). Factorization-based algorithms represent
the connection between nodes in a matrix and calculate em-
bedding vectors through matrix factorization. The limitation
of factorization-based methods is that they are prohibitive
on large graphs, because the procedures of proximity matrix
construction and eigen-decomposition are time- and space-
consuming (Demmel, Dumitriu, and Holtz 2007). Random
walk-based methods are more efficient and scalable for large
graphs and have been extensively studied in both academia
and industry. As a pioneering work, DeepWalk (Perozzi,
Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014) samples a set of paths ran-
domly from the graph and leverages SkipGram (Mikolov
et al. 2013) to calculate node representation vectors. How-
ever, it ignores the label information in embedding learn-
ing procedure so that the representation vectors can not be
customized to a specific application. In Node2vec (Grover
and Leskovec 2016), the sampling strategy can be adap-
tive to BFS or DFS style based on different applications,
but it is not expressive enough for fine-grained sampling.
Planetoid (Yang, Cohen, and Salakhudinov 2016) is a semi-
supervised graph embedding framework that jointly opti-
mizes the node label and graph context. Unfortunately, its
path sampling strategy is still not task-specific. In addition,
there are deep learning-based approaches that apply auto-
encoders (Wang, Cui, and Zhu 2016) or Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (Niepert, Ahmed, and Kutzkov 2016) on the
graph directly. Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf
and Welling 2016) is a representative approach of this cate-
gory, which achieves superior results on node classification
tasks.
Customized Graph Embedding
The overall architecture of Customized Graph Embedding
(CGE) is illustrated in Figure 1. The input is a large graph
with labeled nodes of the downstream application. Similar to
traditional random walk-based approaches, we sample a col-
lection of sub-paths from the input graph. The most salient
part proposed in CGE is to re-weight each sub-path by a neu-
ral network model to reflect its importance to a specific task.
Then, the unsupervised loss is calculated by the weighted
paths and the supervised loss is formulated by labeled nodes.
Finally, we perform gradient decent on the semi-supervised
loss function to optimize node embedding vectors.
Path Sampling & Pair Generation
The sampled paths are generated by a random walk on the
entire graph. We take each node as a starting point and sam-
ple the next node uniformly from its neighbours. This sam-
pling process is repeated multiple times until the path is long
enough. Then, we extract sub-paths from each path within a
fixed sliding window. For example, if the original path is
n1n2n3n4n5, and the sliding window size is 3, all the sub-
path extracted should be n1; n2; n3; n4; n5; n1n2; n2n3;
n3n4; n4n5; n1n2n3; n2n3n4; and n3n4n5. The starting
and ending node in each sub-path formulates a node pair.
Following (Yang, Cohen, and Salakhudinov 2016), we also
sample a collection of pairs consisting of nodes with the
same training label. We do not re-weight these pairs because
they are all highly relevant to the final target.
Path Re-weighting
In unsupervised graph embedding methods such as Deep-
Walk (Perozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014), paths are usu-
ally assumed to be equally weighted in the loss function.
However, the embedding vectors learned in this way are not
always optimal for an arbitrary application. Take Wikipedia
knowledge graph as an example. Each path in the graph re-
flects a piece of knowledge in a particular domain; and a
Figure 1: The overall architecture of CGE.
random path may be noisy or irrelevant to the target appli-
cation. Thus, we re-weight the graph paths to indicate their
importance scores so that the essential knowledge for a spe-
cific task can be emphasized.
Our re-weighting model is based on a neural network ar-
chitecture. We denote the re-weighting model as A, which
takes a sequence of nodes in the path as input and out-
puts an importance weight in the range of [0, 1). The frame-
work is quite general and multiple architectures are applica-
ble for the re-weighting model. Here we employ two neural
network architectures, i.e., Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). For com-
parison, we also implement a baseline re-weighting strategy
based on average pooling. The three re-weighting models
are described as follows:
• Average Pooling: It calculates the average embedding
vectors of all nodes in the path. A feed-forward layer is
applied before sigmoid activation.
• CNN: Two 1-D convolution layers are stacked on the in-
put vector as shown in Equation (1). In each convolutional
layer, the filter size is set to be 3 and the number of filters
is 1. The weight of path pk is given by:
h1k = Conv1D(pk,w
1)
h2k = Conv1D(h
1
k,w
2)
A(pk) = sigmoid(h2k) (1)
where w1 and w2 are the parameters in the first and sec-
ond layers respectively. h1k is a vector, whose dimension
equals to the embedding size, and h2k is a scalar.
• LSTM: LSTM is a natural choice for modeling sequen-
tial input (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997). In our im-
plementation, the hidden state of LSTM is passed to a
feed-forward layer and then to a sigmoid output layer. The
weight of path pk can be calculated by:
hk = LSTM(pk,w)
vk = (wlinear)
Thk
A(pk) = sigmoid(vk) (2)
where w and hk are the parameters and hidden states of
LSTM model respectively;
wlinear is the vector of parameters of the feed-forward
layer.
Loss Function
The loss function is semi-supervised and consists of two
parts, i.e., the supervised loss Ls and unsupervised loss Lu.
The supervised loss optimizes the prediction of the target
variables explicitly, while the unsupervised loss is used as a
regularization. The semi-supervised loss is formulated as:
L(A, e, θ) = Ls + λLu, (3)
where λ is a hyper-parameter that controls the trade-off be-
tween Ls and Lu; θ denotes the set of trainable parameters
in the supervised model; and e is the final embedding output.
Unsupervised Loss Given an input graph, our goal is to
learn the embedding representation of each node in the graph
tailored to a particular task. Learning the embedding vectors
of nodes in a graph forms an unsupervised graph embedding
problem which can be solved by DeepWalk (Perozzi, Al-
Rfou, and Skiena 2014), where the loss function is similar
to Skip-Gram (Mikolov et al. 2013). We generalize the loss
function of previous work by enabling importance weighting
on each path:
Lu =
∑
k
A(pk)loss(wi, ej) (4)
where pk represents a sub-path sampled randomly from the
graph; A(pk) calculates the importance weight of pk; i and
j denote the start node and end node of pk respectively; wi
represents the input embedding vector of node i; ej is the
output vector of node j; and loss(wi, ej) is the loss of pre-
dicting node j by node i, which is formulated as:
loss(wi, ej) = − log p(ej |wi)
= − log exp(e
ᵀ
jwi)∑K
k=1 exp(e
ᵀ
kwi)
(5)
where K is the number of all distinct nodes. In practice,
if the graph size is too large, we can apply negative sam-
pling (Mikolov et al. 2013) to accelerate the training pro-
cess.
Supervised Loss Based on node embedding vectors ei,
the supervised loss of node classification is formulated as
below:
Ls =
∑
i
l(yi, f(xi, ei, θ)), (6)
where xi and ei represent for the input feature vector and
output embedding vector of node i respectively; f denotes
the supervised model, and θ is the parameters of the model.
The ground truth label for node i is denoted by yi, and l(·, ·)
is the loss function. In our experiments, we utilize cross-
entropy loss in node classification tasks.
We implement two flavors of the supervised loss, i.e.,
transductive and inductive (Yang, Cohen, and Salakhudinov
2016). In the transductive setting, the embedding vector ei
is trained on the training data and retrieved directly when the
same node appears in the test phase. The drawback is that it
cannot be generalized to unseen nodes in the training phase.
To alleviate this problem, we also propose an inductive al-
gorithm, which learns an embedding model to project any
input feature vector xi to an output embedding vector e(xi).
• Transductive Setting: the embedding vectors ei serves
as additional features to xi and can be learnt jointly in the
semi-supervised model. The transductive semi-supervised
loss can be written as:
Ls =
∑
i
l(yi, f(xi, ei, θ)), (7)
f(xi, ei, θ) = softmax(f(hk(xi)⊕ hl(ei))) (8)
where hk and hl are single feed-forward layers, taking
the feature vectors and embedding vectors as input re-
spectively; θ represents the learnable parameters of layer
hk and hl. The results of feed-forward layers are con-
catenated before calculating the prediction result by linear
projection f and softmax activation.
• Inductive Setting: the embedding vector ei is calculated
as a function of input feature vector xi in order to be
generalized to unseen instances. The transductive semi-
supervised loss can be written as:
Ls =
∑
i
l(yi, f(xi, e(xi), θ)), (9)
f(xi, e(xi), θ) = softmax(h(xi ⊕ e(xi)) (10)
where h is a single feed-forward layer, taking the concate-
nation of feature vector xi and embedding vector e(xi) as
input; θ stands for the learnable parameters in layer h. In
our experiments, the embedding function e(xi) is imple-
mented as a single feed-forward layer.
Optimization
The goal of customized graph embedding is to automati-
cally find the optimal function A∗ that minimizes the val-
idation loss L(A∗, e∗, θ∗) where the embedding vector e∗
and model parameter θ∗ are learned jointly to fit the training
data. It can be naturally formulated as a bi-level optimization
problem:
min
A
Lval(A, e
∗, θ∗)
s.t. e∗, θ∗ = argmin
e,θ
Ltrain(wA, e, θ) (11)
where A stands for the re-weighting strategy; e and θ stands
for the embedding and model parameters separately. Let
α = (e, θ) and wA denotes the parameters in the re-
weighting model A, Equation (11) can be rewritten as:
min
wA
Lval(wA, α
∗)
s.t. α∗ = argmin
α
Ltrain(wA, α) (12)
Solving the bi-level optimization problem in (12) exactly
is prohibitive, because of the nested structure: the optimal
value of α∗ needs to be recomputed whenever wA has any
change. We thus utilize an approximate iterative optimiza-
tion procedure similar to (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2018),
where α and wA are updated alternately. First, we update
α = (e, θ) for a single step towards minimizing the train-
ing loss Ltrain(wA, α). Then, keeping the embedding vector
e and supervised model parameter θ fixed, we update the pa-
rameter wA (which controls the weighting strategy of sam-
pled paths) towards minimizing the validation loss:
Lval(wA, α− ξ∇αLtrain(wA, α)) (13)
where ξ is the learning rate of a virtual gradient step. The
idea behind virtual gradient step is to find a weighting strat-
egy wA which has low validation loss when the supervised
parameters α∗(wA) are optimized. Here the one-step un-
roll weights serves as a surrogate for the optimal value of
α∗(wA).
In the optimization procedure, the embedding and model
parameters are updated alternatively according to the follow-
ing gradients:
∇αLtrain(wA, α) = ∇αLs,train(wA, α) +∇αLu(wA, α)
(14)
∇wALval(wA, α− ξ∇αLtrain(wA, α))
= ∇wALu(wA, α− ξ∇αLtrain(wA, α)) (15)
Here Ls,train represents the supervised loss on the training
nodes, Lu is the unsupervised loss on the sampled pairs,
which does not differentiate between Ltrain and Lval. Note
that the supervised loss does not have derivation to wA, so
the first item Ls,val in Equation (15) is ignored.
Taking the transductive setting for example, the overall
procedure of CGE is summarized in Algorithm 1. The inputs
include labeled nodes, unlabeled nodes and graph edges,
while the outputs are node embedding vectors.
Experiments
Datasets
We have six datasets derived from four corpus of node clas-
sificaiton, the statistics of which are shown in Table 1). In
Algorithm 1: Transductive algorithm of CGE
Input : graph G, labeled data x1:nL , y1:nL , unlabeled
data xnL:nL+nU ;
parameters of weighting model wA;
parameters of supervised model α = (e, θ);
hyper-parameter λ, ξ
Output: embedding vector e; model parameters wA, θ
1 Initialize embedding vector and model parameters
2 Sampling a collection of paths randomly.
3 while not converged do
4 Update α by descending
∇αLs,train(wA, α) +∇αLu(wA, α)
5 Update wA by descending
∇wALu(wA, α− ξ∇αLtrain(wA, α)
Corpus #Classes #Nodes #Edges #Labeled #Valid&Test
CITESEER 6 3,327 4,732 120 1,000
CORA 7 2,708 5,429 140 1,000
PUBMED 3 19,717 44,338 60 1,000
NELL01 210 65,755 266,14 1,054 848
NELL001 210 65,755 266,14 161 987
NELL0001 210 65,755 266,14 105 969
Table 1: Six datasets used in our experiments.
CITECEER, CORA and PUBMED1, we leverage 20 in-
stances in each class for training and 1000 instances in each
class for validation and test. The NELL (Never Ending Lan-
guage Learning) corpus is built on NELL knowledge base
(Carlson et al. 2010) and a hierarchical entity classification
dataset (Dalvi, Mishra, and Cohen 2016). The goal is to
classify the entities into one of 210 possible categories. Fol-
lowing (Yang, Cohen, and Salakhudinov 2016), we gener-
ate three datasets (NELL01, NELL001, NELL0001) from
NELL corpus which contain 10%, 1% and 0.1% labeled in-
stances correspondingly2. The official datasets do not pro-
vide a golden split of test and validation. In our experiments,
we randomly select one half for test and another half for val-
idation. The same split result is used for all experiments in
this paper.
Experimental Settings
For all datasets, we adopt accuracy as the evaluation met-
ric. We compare CGE with Planetoid (Yang, Cohen, and
Salakhudinov 2016) in the transductive and inductive set-
tings respectively3, which is the state-of-the-art solution
for semi-supervised graph embedding. We also adopt two
commonly-used unsupervised approaches, DeepWalk (Per-
ozzi, Al-Rfou, and Skiena 2014) and node2vec (Grover
and Leskovec 2016) as baseline solutions. Three variants
of CGE are evaluated in the experiments, namely CGE-
Average (reweighting with average pooling), CGE-CNN
1Datasets are available from: https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data
2The datasets can be found at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼zhiliny/
data/nell data.tar.gz
3We search for the best hyper-parameters of both algorithms on
the validation set.
(reweighting with CNN), and CGE-LSTM (reweighting
with LSTM). In our experiments, the embedding sizes of
CITESEER, CORA, PUBMED and NELL datasets are set
as 50, 135, 128 and 256 respectively. In the path sampling
procedure, the max path length is set to 10. Sliding window
size is 3 by default, but we change it to 10 when analysing
the correlation between path weights and path lengths. SGD
is used for bi-level optimization.
Comparison Results
The comparison results are shown in Table 2. On all
the six datasets, the transductive CGE methods outper-
form previous SOTAs consistently. In particular, compar-
ing to PLANETOID-T, CGE-CNN achieves 2.5% and
4.3% improvements in accuracy on CITESEER and CORA
datasets; CGE-LSTM achieves 1.7% improvement on
PUBMED, 0.2%, 2.6% and 9% lifts on NELL01, NELL001
and NELL0001 datasets respectively. In the inductive
setting, CGE-LSTM achieves on-par performance with
PLANETOID-I on PUBMED and outperforms the best
state-of-the-art results by a large margin on the other five
datasets. These results suggest that the CGE-based ap-
proaches effectively learn better embedding representations
that significantly improve the performance of node classifi-
cation. In addition, LSTM turns to be the best re-weighting
model.
Combination with GCN
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) is a new state-of-
the-art method for semi-supervised node classification on
graphs (Kipf and Welling 2016). It encodes the graph struc-
ture using a neural network model and trains the supervised
target on all labeled nodes. As this method does not cal-
culate node embedding vectors, it is not directly compara-
ble to other graph embedding approaches. Instead, we com-
bine GCN with CGE for node classification. Specifically, the
softmax output from CGE is used as an additional feature for
each node in the GCN model. As shown in Table 3, the out-
put of CGE provides extra information to the original GCN
model, establishing new state-of-art performances on multi-
ple datasets.
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Figure 2: Comparison of average weighting scores of paths with /
without masked labels.
Method CITESEER CORA PUBMED NELL01 NELL001 NELL0001
Unsupervised DeepWalk 0.610 0.667 0.749 0.619 0.426 0.205node2vec 0.619 0.692 0.74 0.642 0.458 0.206
Transductive
PLANETOID-T 0.610 0.718 0.737 0.724 0.488 0.266
CGE-AVERAGE 0.622 0.745 0.691 0.629 0.417 0.208
CGE-CNN 0.635∗ 0.761∗ 0.682 0.623 0.416 0.204
CGE-LSTM 0.629 0.740 0.754∗ 0.726 0.514∗ 0.356∗∗
Inductive
PLANETOID-I 0.679 0.674 0.804 0.631 0.433 0.200
CGE-AVERAGE 0.667 0.672 0.792 0.614 0.416 0.191
CGE-CNN 0.674 0.684 0.779 0.609 0.414 0.180
CGE-LSTM 0.691 0.692∗ 0.800 0.664∗ 0.475∗ 0.295∗
Table 2: Accuracy of the unsupervised baselines (DeepWalk, node2vec), state-of-the-art semi-supervised method (PLATOID-T/I) and Cus-
tomized Graph Embedding (CGE) models (CGE-Average, CGE-CNN, CGE-LSTM). PLANETOID-T and PLANETOID-I denote transduc-
tive and inductive semi-supervised graph embedding respectively. Significance tests show that our CGE-based results are significantly better
than the results of PLANETOID-T and -I respectively with p < 0.05 (marked by a star ∗) and p < 0.01 (marked by two stars ∗∗) .
CITESEER CORA PUBMED
GCN Baseline 0.720 0.813 0.792
GCN + CGE 0.747∗ 0.827∗ 0.846∗
Table 3: Accuracy of GCN baseline and CGN + CGE. Significance
tests show that GCN+CGE results are significantly better than the
results of GCN baseline with p < 0.05 (marked by a star ∗).
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Figure 3: Comparison of average weighting scores of paths with /
without masked labels.
Analysis
The re-weighting scores learned by GCE have considerable
variance to distinguish their importance to the downstream
task. For example, the distribution of re-weighting scores of
CGE-LSTM on the CITESEER dataset is visualized in Fig-
ure 2. To understand how this benefits the performance, we
provide more analysis on the results of CGE-LSTM.
Path Relevance To examine if CGE selects the most rel-
evant paths automatically, we randomly mask a half of tar-
get node labels in the training phase. Then, we train a CGE
model and analyze the re-weighting scores of sampled paths.
We categorize the paths into two groups, i.e., containing the
Figure 4: Visualization of relevance between different categories.
Label Venue Number
V1 Communications of ACM 817
V2 Computer 254
V3 IEEE Transactions on Computer 776
V4 Discrete Mathematics 10
V5 Theoretical Computer Science 114
V6 Computational and Applied Mathematics 36
Table 4: Summary of paper citation graph
target label or without the target label. Obviously, paths con-
taining the target labels should be more relevant than the
paths without target labels. As shown in Figure 3, the results
agree well with our intuition that more relevant paths can be
emphasized by the CGE algorithm automatically.
Semantics Explanation In order to analysis the semantic
correlations between different categories, we build another
sub-graph from a paper citation network4 (Tang et al. 2008).
Each graph node belongs to one of 6 classes (venues) as
4The datasets can be found at https://www.aminer.cn/citation
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Figure 5: Correlation between path weight and node distance from left to right: (a) CITESEER (r = −0.82) (b) CORA (r = −0.97) (c)
PUBMED (r = −0.62).
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Figure 6: Correlation between path weight and path diversity from left to right: (a) CITESEER (r = 0.98) (b) CORA (r = 0.92) (c)
PUBMED (r = 0.84).
summarized in Table 4. Based on this dataset, we perform
6 binary classification tasks where one venue is treated as
positive and others as treated as negative. At the same time,
each path can be classified into respective groups by consid-
ering if it contains at least one node with a certain venue.
Taking Discrete Mathematics as an example, the target task
is to identify if an arbitrary node belongs to this category
or not. After training the model, we calculate the average
weighting scores of paths containing each venue (e.g, Com-
putational and Applied Mathematics). This can be seen as a
relevance indicator of two corresponding venues, i.e., Dis-
crete Mathematics and Computational and Applied Mathe-
matics in our example.
Figure 4 visualizes the average weighting scores of paths
associated with category i when taking category j as the
classification target. This figure shows an analogy of pair-
wise attentions, where a larger score indicates higher rele-
vance between corresponding classes. As shown in the fig-
ure, the inter-class relevance learned by the re-weighting
model is interpretable. For example, the venues of Discrete
Mathematics and Computational and Applied Mathematics
are highly correlated with each other. Another finding is that
each node has the strongest correlation with itself. More-
over, the average weights of Communications of ACM, Com-
puter and IEEE Transactions on Computer are relatively
low. It is reasonable because their papers are from broader
areas. To conclude, CGE has the capability of underlin-
ing relationships between different categories even though
it does not known the exact semantic meaning.
Weight Correlation We visualize the correlations be-
tween re-weighting scores and two major properties of
paths, i.e., length and diversity. For a path (ni, ni+1, ..., nj),
its length is j − i + 1 and diversity is defined as the num-
ber of distinct nodes in the path. The correlations between
path weight and length are visualized in Figure 5, where
x-axis denotes path length and y-axis denotes the average
weighting score of the corresponding paths. As illustrated by
the figure, the re-weighting strategy learns that the correla-
tion between nodes decays as the distance between them be-
comes larger. Figure 6 shows the impact of node diversity on
path weights. We observe that path weight increases with the
enlargement of node diversity. It seems that the paths con-
taining more distinct nodes are more informative for model
training, thus they are emphasized by the CGE model.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a novel framework for semi-
supervised graph embedding, namely Customized Graph
Embedding (CGE). In contrast to previous semi-supervised
graph embedding approaches, our method is capable of
differentiating the importance of different graph paths for
learning node embedding vectors. The experimental re-
sults demonstrate significant performance enhancement over
state-of-the-art methods. Further analysis shows that the
CGE algorithm automatically underlines the most relevance
paths in a graph. In addition, we analyze the correlations
between weighting scores and specific properties of graph
paths. The correlations learned by the model agree well with
human common-sense. One direction of future work is to ex-
tend the proposed framework to support edge and sub-graph
embedding. We also plan to apply this framework to appli-
cations in industry, such as search relevance and query rec-
ommendation.
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